
Improved Lower Bounds for ShellsortC. Greg Plaxton 1;2 Bjorn Poonen 3 Torsten Suel 1;4AbstractWe give improved lower bounds for Shellsort based on a new and relatively simple proof idea. Thelower bounds obtained are both stronger and more general than the previously known bounds. Inparticular, they hold for nonmonotone increment sequences and adaptive Shellsort algorithms, aswell as for some recently proposed variations of Shellsort.1 IntroductionShellsort is a classical sorting algorithm introduced byShell in 1959 [15]. The algorithm is based on a sequenceH = h0; : : : ; hm�1 of positive integers called an incre-ment sequence. An input �le A = A[0]; : : : ; A[n� 1] ofelements is sorted by performing an hj-sort for everyincrement hj in H, starting with hm�1 and going downto h0. Every hj-sort partitions the positions of the in-put array into congruence classes modulo hj, and thenperforms Insertion Sort on each of these classes. It isnot di�cult to see that at least one of the hj's must beequal to 1 in order for the algorithm to sort all input�les properly. Furthermore, once some increment equalto 1 has been processed, the �le will certainly be sorted.Hence, we may assume without loss of generality thath0 = 1 and hj > 1 for all j > 0.The running time of Shellsort varies heavily depend-ing on the choice of the increment sequence H. Mostpractical Shellsort algorithms set H to the pre�x ofa single, monotonically increasing in�nite sequence ofintegers, using only the increments that are less thann. Shellsort algorithms based on such increment se-quences are called uniform. In a nonuniform Shellsortalgorithm, H may depend on the input size n in anarbitrary fashion.A general analysis of the running time of Shellsortis di�cult because of the vast number of possible in-crement sequences, each of which can lead to a di�er-ent running time and behavior of the resulting algo-rithm. Consequently, many important questions con-cerning general upper and lower bounds for Shellsort1Department of Computer Sciences, University of Texas atAustin.2Supported by Texas Advanced Research Program (TARP)Award #003658480, and NSF Research Initiation Award CCR{9111591.3Department of Mathematics, University of California atBerkeley. Supported by an ONR Fellowship.4Supported by an MCD Fellowship of the University of Texasat Austin.

have remained open, in spite of a number of attemptsto solve them. Apart from pure mathematical curiosity,the interest in Shellsort is motivated by the good per-formance of many of the known increment sequences.The algorithm is very easy to implement and outper-forms most other sorting methods on small or nearlysorted input �les. Moreover, Shellsort is an in-placesorting algorithm, so it is very space-e�cient.1.1 Previous Results on ShellsortThe original algorithm proposed by Shell was basedon the increment sequence given by hm�1 = bn=2c,hm�2 = bn=4c ; : : : ; h0 = 1. However, this choice ofH leads to a worst case running time of �(n2) if n isa power of 2. Subsequently, several authors proposedmodi�cations to Shell's original sequence [9, 5, 8] in thehope of obtaining a better running time. Papernov andStasevich [10] showed that the sequence of Hibbard [5],consisting of the increments of the form 2k�1, achievesa running time of O(n3=2). A common feature of allof these sequences is that they are nearly geometric,meaning that they approximate a geometric sequencewithin an additive constant.An exception is the sequence designed by Pratt [13],which consists of all increments of the form 2i3j. Thissequence gives a running time of O(n lg2 n), which stillrepresents the best asymptotic bound known for anyincrement sequence. In practice, the sequence is notpopular because it has length �(lg2 n); implementa-tions of Shellsort tend to use O(lgn)-length incrementsequences because these result in better running timesfor �les of moderate size [6]. In addition, there is nohope of getting an O(n lgn)-time algorithm based on asequence of length !(lg n).Pratt [13] also showed an 
(n3=2) lower bound forall nearly geometric sequences. Partly due to this re-sult, it was conjectured for quite a while that �(n3=2)is the best worst-case running time achievable by in-crement sequences of length O(lgn). However, in 1982,



Sedgewick [14] improved this upper bound to O(n4=3),using an approximation of a geometric sequence thatis not nearly geometric in the above sense. Subse-quently, Incerpi and Sedgewick [6] designed a family ofO(lgn)-length increment sequences with running timesO(n1+�=plgn), for all � > 0. Chazelle achieves a similarrunning time with a class of nonuniform sequences [6];his construction is based on a generalization of Pratt'ssequence.The sequences proposed by Incerpi and Sedgewickare all within a constant factor of a geometric sequence,that is, they satisfy hj = � ��j� for some constant� > 0. Weiss [16, 18] showed that all sequences of thistype take time 
(n1+�=plgn), but his proof assumedan as yet unproven conjecture on the number of inver-sions in the Frobenius pattern. Based on this so-calledInversion Conjecture, he also showed an 
(n1+�=plgn)lower bound for the O(lgn)-length increment sequencesof Chazelle. The question of existence of Shellsort al-gorithms with running time O(n lgn) remained unre-solved.The two classes of increment sequences given by In-cerpi and Sedgewick and by Chazelle are of particularinterest because they not only establish an improvedupper bound for sequences of length O(lgn), but alsoindicate an interesting trade-o� between the runningtime and the length of an increment sequence. Speci�-cally, using a construction described in [6], it is possibleto achieve better asymptotic running times by allowinglonger increment sequences.Another goal in the study of Shellsort is the con-struction of sorting networks of small depth and size.The �rst construction of a sorting network based onShellsort was given by Pratt [13], who describes a net-work of depth � 0:6 lg2 n based on the increments 2i3j .Thus, his network came very close to the fastest knownnetwork at that time, due to Batcher [2], with depth� 0:5 lg2 n. In 1983, Ajtai, Koml�os, and Szemer�edi [1]designed a sorting network of depth O(lgn); however,their construction su�ers from an irregular topologyand a large constant hidden by the O-notation. Thissituation has motivated the search for O(lgn)-depthsorting networks with simpler topologies or a smallermultiplicative constant. Shellsort has been considereda potential candidate for such a network due to the richvariety of possible increment sequences and the lack ofnontrivial general lower bounds. The lower bounds ofPratt and Weiss also apply to network size, but theyonly hold for very restricted classes of increment se-quences.Cypher [3] has established an 
(n lg2 n= lg lgn) lowerbound for the size of Shellsort networks. However, hisproof technique only works for monotone increment se-quences, that is, sequences that are monotonically in-

creasing. Though this captures a very general classof sequences, it does not rule out the possibility of anO(lgn)-depth network based on some nonmonotone se-quence.1.2 Overview of the PaperIn this paper we will answer a number of open questionson worst-case lower bounds for Shellsort. In particular,we will prove a lower bound of 
(n lg2 n=(lg lgn)2) forthe size of Shellsort networks, for arbitrary incrementsequences. We also establish an identical lower boundfor the running time of Shellsort algorithms, again forarbitrary increment sequences. Our lower bounds havethe form of a trade-o� between the running time ofan algorithm and the length of the underlying incre-ment sequence. This gives us lower bounds for incre-ment sequences of length O(lgn) that come very closeto the best known upper bounds. At the other end ofthe spectrum, the trade-o� implies that no incrementsequence can match Pratt's upper bound with signi�-cantly fewer increments. Finally, we de�ne a class of al-gorithms called Generalized Shellsort, capturing a num-ber of variations of Shellsort proposed in the literature,and show how to extend our results to this class.Lower bounds very similar to those presented herewere �rst obtained by Poonen [12]. His proof uses tech-niques from solid geometry and is quite intricate. Morerecently, Plaxton and Suel [11] independently discov-ered a simpler proof technique, which will be describedin this paper. This new technique also leads to slightimprovements in the bounds. The result by Poonen,on the other hand, is of independent interest, sinceit establishes a variant of the Inversion Conjecture ofWeiss [18] using a new geometric approach to the Frobe-nius Problem. The simpler technique presented here isnot based on a proof of the Inversion Conjecture. In-stead, it shows how to \combine" Frobenius patternsto construct permutations with a large number of in-versions. This result, together with the idea of dividingan increment sequence into \stages" (also called \inter-vals" in [12]), leads to the strong lower bounds of thispaper.Throughout this paper, we will limit our attentionto increment sequences of length O(lg2 n=(lg lgn)2).Lower bounds for longer increment sequences are im-plied by the fact that Shellsort performs at least 
(n)comparisons for every increment less than n=2. Theresults of this paper are presented in an \incremental"fashion, starting with a very basic argument for a re-stricted class of algorithms, and extending the lowerbounds to more general classes in each of the subse-quent sections.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illus-trates our proof technique by giving a simple and in-formal argument showing a lower bound for the depth2



of Shellsort networks. Section 3 introduces a numberof de�nitions and simple lemmas, and then proceeds togive a formal proof of a stronger lower bound for thedepth of Shellsort networks based on monotone incre-ment sequences. We then show that this result implies alower bound for network size, and conclude the sectionby extending the results to nonmonotone increment se-quences. Section 4 further extends the applicability ofour proof technique. First, we establish a lower boundon the running time of adaptive Shellsort algorithmsbased on arbitrary increment sequences. We then intro-duce a class of variations of Shellsort, calledGeneralizedShellsort Algorithms, and extend our lower bounds tothis class. Section 5 contains a discussion of our resultsand a comparison with the best known upper bounds.Finally, Section 6 lists some open questions for futureresearch.2 The Basic Proof IdeaIn this section we illustrate our proof idea by giving avery simple and informal argument showing a polyloga-rithmic lower bound for the depth of any Shellsort net-work based on a monotone increment sequence of lengthat most c lg2 n=(lg lgn)2, for some small c. In the fol-lowing sections, we will then formalize and extend thistechnique to obtain more general lower bounds.Let H be a monotone increment sequence with m �c lg2 n=(lg lgn)2 increments. We now divide the incre-ment sequence H into a number of stages S0; : : : ; St�1.Every stage Si is a set consisting of all increments hjof H such that ni � hj > ni+1, where n0; : : : ; nt arechosen appropriately. We de�ne the ni by n0 = n andni+1 = ni= lgk ni, for i � 0 and some �xed integer k.In this informal argument, we will not be concernedabout the integrality of the expressions obtained. Notethat the ni divide the increment sequence into at leastlgnk lg lgn disjoint stages. There are at least s def= lgn2k lg lgndisjoint stages consisting of increments hj � n1=2.By averaging, one of these stages, say Si, will containat most m=s � 2ck lgnlg lgn increments. Now suppose thereexists an input permutation A such that, after sortingA by all increments in stages S0 to Si, some elementis still 
(ni) positions away from its �nal position inthe sorted �le. Since H is monotone, we know thatfrom now on only comparisons over a distance of atmost ni+1 positions will be performed. Hence, we canconclude that the element has to pass through at least
(ni=ni+1) = 
(lgk n) comparators in order to reachits �nal, correct position.To complete the proof we have to show the existenceof a permutation A such that some element is still \farout of place" after sorting A by all increments in S0to Si. We will only give an informal argument at thispoint; a formal proof will be given in the next sub-

section. Consider all permutations of length n of thefollowing form: Every element is in its correct, �nalposition, except for the elements in a block of size ni,ranging from some position a to position a+ni�1 in thepermutation. The elements in this block are allowed tobe scrambled up in an arbitrary way. It is easy to seethat a permutation of this form is already sorted byall increments greater than ni, that is, all incrementsin stages S0 to Si�1. Hence, no exchanges will occurduring these stages.We now look at what happens in the block of sizeni during stage Si. Note that no element outside theblock will have an impact on the elements in the block.Thus, when we sort the permutation by some incrementhj with ni � hj > ni+1, the new position of any ele-ment only depends on its previous position and on theelements in the at most nihj � lgk ni other positions inthe block that are in its hj-class. By our assumption,there are at most m=s � 2ck lgnlg lgn increments in stage Si.Hence, the position of an element after stage Si onlydepends on its position before the stage, which can bearbitrary, and on the elements in at most�lgk ni�m=s � (lgni) 2ck2 lg nlg lg nother positions. If we choose c such that 4ck2 < 1� �,for some � > 0, then we get(lgni) 2ck2 lg nlg lg n � 22ck2 lgn� 24ck2 lgni= o(ni):This means that for large n, the position of an elementin the block after sorting by all increments in Si willonly depend on the elements in o(ni) other positionsin the block. If we assign the smallest elements in theblock to these positions, then an element that is largerthan these, but smaller than all other elements will endup in a position close to the largest elements after stageSi. Hence, this element is 
(ni) positions away fromits �nal position. All in all, we get the following result:Theorem 2.1 Let H be a monotone increment se-quence of length at most c lg2 n=(lg lgn)2, and let kbe such that 4ck2 < 1 � �, for some � > 0. Then anysorting network based on H has depth 
�lgk n�.The above argument is quite informal and does notmake use of the full potential of our proof technique; ithas mainly been given to illustrate the basic proof ideaand to demonstrate its simplicity. The above result im-plies that we cannot hope to match the O(lg2 n)-depthupper bound of Pratt [13] with any increment sequenceof fewer than (1��) lg2 n16(lg lgn)2 increments, thus answering a3



question left open by Cypher's lower bound [3]. It alsoimplies that we cannot achieve polylogarithmic depthwith increment sequences of length o(lg2 n=(lg lgn)2).By extending the argument we will be able to showmuch stronger lower bounds for shorter increment se-quences. More precisely, we can get a trade-o� betweendepth and increment sequence length by choosing ap-propriate values for the integers ni that divide the in-crement sequence into stages. We can also extend theresult to adaptive Shellsort algorithms by showing theexistence of an input such that not just one, but \alarge number" of elements are \far out of place" afterthe sparse stage Si.3 Lower Bounds for NetworksIn this section, we will show general lower bounds forthe depth and size of Shellsort sorting networks. Westart o� by giving a number of de�nitions and simplelemmas. We then show how to formalize and generalizethe argument of Section 2 to obtain a trade-o� betweenthe depth of a Shellsort network and the length of theunderlying increment sequence. Next, we explain howthe results on network depth imply lower bounds onthe size of Shellsort networks. We conclude this sectionby extending our results to nonmonotone increment se-quences.3.1 De�nitions and Simple LemmasThis section contains a number of basic de�nitionsand associated lemmas. All of the lemmas are quitestraightforward and so their proofs have been omitted.We will use �(n) to denote the set of n! permutationsover f0; : : : ; n � 1g. A 0-1 permutation of length n isan n-tuple over f0; 1g. Thus f0; 1gn denotes the set of2n 0-1 permutations.Throughout this paper we will assume that the input�les are drawn from �(n). We will use the letters A, B,and C to denote elements from �(n), and we will useX, Y , and Z to denote 0-1 permutations. We say thata �le A is h-sorted if A[i] � A[i+ h], for 0 � i < n� h.The following trivial lemma arises as a special case ofthe last de�nition.Lemma 3.1 Every �le of length n is h-sorted for anyh � n.In the following, let H = h0; : : : ; hm�1 be an incre-ment sequence of length m � 1. Let min(H) denotethe smallest increment in H. We say that a �le is H-sorted if and only if it is hi-sorted for all i such that0 � i < m.De�nition 3.1 Let template(H;n) denote the 0-1 per-mutation X obtained by setting X[i] to 1 if and only if

there exist nonnegative integers a0; : : : ; am�1 such thati = X0�j<maj � hj :Lemma 3.2 The 0-1 permutation template(H;n) isH-sorted.Lemma 3.3 The number of 1's in the 0-1 permutationtemplate(H;n) is at most� nmin(H)�m :De�nition 3.2 For any 0-1 permutation X of lengthn0 with 0 � n0 � n, let pad(X;n) denote the 0-1 per-mutation Y of length n obtained by settingY [i] = � X[i] 0 � i < n0, and1 n0 � i < n.Lemma 3.4 Let X be an arbitrary 0-1 permutation oflength n0 with 0 � n0 � n. Then X is H-sorted if andonly if pad (X;n) is H-sorted.De�nition 3.3 For any 0-1 permutation X of lengthn � 0, and any integer k, let shift(X; k) denote the0-1 permutation Y obtained by settingY [i] = 8<: 0 if i � k < 0,X[i� k] if 0 � i � k < n, and1 if i � k � n.Lemma 3.5 For any 0-1 permutation X and any in-teger k, if X is H-sorted, then shift(X; k) is also H-sorted.In the following de�nition, a Boolean expression isassumed to represent 1 if it is true, and 0 if it is false.De�nition 3.4 For any 0-1 permutation X of lengthn � 0, let perm(X) denote the permutation Y in �(n)obtained by settingY [i] = X0�j<i(X[j] = X[i]) + X0�j<n(X[j] < X[i]);Lemma 3.6 Let X be an arbitrary 0-1 permutation.Then X is H-sorted if and only if perm(X) is H-sorted.We say that an element A[j] of a permutation A in�(n) is k places out of position if jA[j] � jj � k. Thefollowing lemma will be used in Section 3.2 to obtaina simple lower bound on the depth of any Shellsortsorting network.Lemma 3.7 Let X denote any H-sorted 0-1 permuta-tion of length n, let i denote the number of 1's in X,and let j denote the least index such that X[j] = 1 (ifi = 0 then set j = n). Then element perm(X)[j] isn� i� j places out of position.4



3.2 A More General Lower BoundWe will now generalize the proof technique presented inthe previous section to obtain a trade-o� between thelength of an increment sequence H and the lower boundfor the depth of a sorting network based on H. For thesake of simplicity, we assume H to be monotone. Itwill be shown later that this assumption is not reallynecessary.As before, we divide the increment sequence intostages S0; : : : ; St�1, such that stage Si contains all in-crements hj with ni � hj > ni+1. We de�ne the ni byn0 = n and ni+1 = jni= lgk nik, but we now assume kto be a function of the input size n and the incrementsequence length m. Note that the number of stages tis determined by our choice of k. In particular, if wechoose k such that �lgk n�s � n1=2;then we get at least s stages that contain only elementsgreater n1=2. Solving this inequality we getk = � lgn2s lg lgn� : (1)as a possible choice of k. We will now formalize ourearlier observation that an element can be \far out ofplace" after sorting by all increments up to stage Si,provided that Si contains \few" increments.Lemma 3.8 Let H be an increment sequence for per-mutations of length n, and suppose that for some in-tegers �; � 0 with 0 < � 0 < � � n there are at most �increments hj with � 0 < hj � � in H. If � ��0 �� = o(�),then there exists an input �le A such that: (i) A issorted by all hj > � 0, and (ii) there exists an elementin A that is 
(�) places away from its �nal position.Proof: LetH 0 denote the subsequence ofH consistingof all increments hj such that hj > � 0, letH 00 denote thesubsequence of H 0 consisting of all increments hj suchthat hj � �, and let X = template(H 00; �). We knowthat X is H 00-sorted by Lemma 3.2. Lemma 3.1 thenimplies that X is also H 0-sorted. Note that jH 00j � �and min(H00) > � 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, the numberof 1's in X is at mostl �� 0m� = o(�):Now let Y = pad (X;n). By Lemma 3.4, the 0-1 permu-tation Y is H 0-sorted. Furthermore, since the numberof 1's in Y is exactly n � � greater than the numberof 1's in X, and X[0] = Y [0] = 1, Lemma 3.6 impliesthat the permutation A def= perm(Y ) is H 0-sorted, andby Lemma 3.7 some element of A is 
(�) places out of

position. 2Note that, in the preceding argument, we could havede�ned Y as shift(pad (X;n); j) for any integer j with0 � j � n� �. We will make use of this observation toestablish Corollary 3.1.1 below.Theorem 3.1 Any Shellsort sorting network based ona monotone increment sequence of length m has depth
�2 lg n(2+�)pm� ;for all � > 0.Proof: We will partition the increment sequence Hinto at least s = (1 + �0)pm disjoint stages consistingof increments hj with hj � n1=2, for some �0 > 0. Byaveraging, one of these stages, say Si, will contain atmost � def= jms k = � pm1 + �0�increments. Using Equation 1 we determine k as:k = � lgn2(1 + �0)pm lg lgn�De�ne � = ni and � 0 = ni+1. We now havel ��0m� � llgk �m pm1+�0� (lgn) lg n2(1+�0)2 lg lg n= 2 lg n2(1+�0)2� 2 lg �(1+�0)2= o(�):Thus, we can apply Lemma 3.8. According to thelemma, there exists a permutation such that an ele-ment is 
(ni) positions away from its �nal position af-ter stage Si. Since all subsequent increments are lessthan or equal to ni+1, this element must pass throughat least 
(ni=ni+1) comparators. We havenini+1 � lgk ni= (lgni)� lg n2(1+�0)pm lg lg n �� (lgni) lg n2(1+�0)(1+�1)pm lg lg n� �2 lg lg nilg lg n � lg n2(1+�0)(1+�1)pm� �2 11+�2 � lg n2(1+�0)(1+�1)pm= 2 lg n(2+�)pm ;where � is chosen to satisfy the inequality (2 + �) �2(1 + �0)(1 + �1)(1 + �2). 25



3.3 A Lower Bound for Network SizeThe depth lower bound of Theorem 3.1 also implies alower bound on the size of any Shellsort network basedon a monotone increment sequence. We will not givea formal proof of this result, since it arises as a specialcase of the lower bound for the running time of adaptiveShellsort established in the next section. Instead, wewill briey describe the main idea.Lemma 3.8 shows how to construct an input �le Athat is sorted under all increments in stages S0 to Si ofan increment sequence H such that one element A[z]in A is \far out of place". In fact, as discussed im-mediately after the proof of Lemma 3.8, we can usethe method of the lemma to construct a set of n � ni\shifted" versions of such an input �le A. In particular,let Aj, 0 � j < n � ni, denote the input �le obtainedby setting Y to shift(pad (X;n); j) instead of pad (X;n).Note that A0 = A. Let A0[z] be the element proven tobe far out of place in A0. By construction, the elementAj [z + j] is far out of place in Aj . Due to the commonstructure of the input �les, element Aj [z+ j] in �le Ajwill never pass through the same comparator as ele-ment Ak[z + k] in Ak, for any j 6= k. Instead, the twoelements will always be exactly k � j positions apartat each level of the sorting network. This implies theresult.Corollary 3.1.1 Any sorting network based on amonotone increment sequence of length m has size
�n � 2 lg n(2+�)pm � ;for all � > 0.We can now compare our result to the lower bound of
(n lg2 n= lg lgn) for network size given by Cypher [3].The main di�erence between the two results is thatCypher gets a lower bound that is independent ofthe length of the increment sequence, while we get atrade-o� between network size and increment sequencelength. This makes our lower bound much strongerfor short increment sequences. Our method also im-plies a lower bound of 
(n lg2 n=(lg lgn)2) for incre-ment sequences of arbitrary length, since every incre-ment increases the size of a Shellsort network by at leastn. This is slightly weaker than Cypher's lower bound.However, Cypher's bound only applies to monotone in-crement sequences, while our result also holds for non-monotone sequences, as will be shown in the next sub-section. Another strength of our method is its simplic-ity and exibility, which will makes it possible to extendour lower bound to adaptive Shellsort algorithms andcertain variations of Shellsort.

3.4 Nonmonotone Increment SequencesSo far, we have restricted our attention to monotoneincrement sequences. We will now show that this re-striction is really unnecessary, and that the same lowerbounds also apply to nonmonotone sequences. Recallthat we obtained the depth lower bound by showing theexistence of an input permutation such that an elementis \far out of place" after the \sparse" stage Si. Moreprecisely, Lemma 3.8 showed the existence of a per-mutation A that is already sorted by all increments instages S0 through Si and that contains such an element.Thus, no exchanges are performed by the increments instages S0 through Si on input A, and the lower boundfollows. We will make use of the following well-knownlemma (see, for example, [13]) in order to extend thisargument to nonmonotonic increment sequences.Lemma 3.9 For any two increments h; h0, if we h0-sortan h-sorted �le, it stays h-sorted.Now suppose we have a nonmonotone increment se-quence H. We can divide H into stages S0; : : : ; St�1 asbefore, with stage Si containing all increments hj withni � hj > ni+1. Again, there exists a \sparse" stageSi with few increments, and a permutation sorted byall increments in S def= S0 [ � � � [ Si such that some el-ement is \far out of place". If we take A as the inputpermutation, then by Lemma 3.9 A will stay sorted byall increments in S throughout the network. Hence, noexchanges will take place during the applications of In-sertion Sort corresponding to increments in S. This im-plies that all of the exchanges needed to move the \out-of-place" element to its �nal position are performed byincrements hj � ni+1, and the lower bound follows.The same reasoning also applies to the lower bound fornetwork size, and to the results obtained in the nextsection. This gives us the following result:Corollary 3.1.2 Any sorting network based on an in-crement sequence of length m has size
�n � 2 lg n(2+�)pm � ;for all � > 0.4 Extensions of the Lower BoundIn this section we extend our results to more generalclasses of Shellsort algorithms. First, we establish alower bound for the running time of adaptive Shellsortalgorithms based on arbitrary increment sequences. Wethen de�ne a new class of algorithms called GeneralizedShellsort Algorithms, and show a lower bound for thisclass.6



4.1 Adaptive Shellsort AlgorithmsThe results obtained so far all rely on the fact, estab-lished in Lemma3.8, that we can construct an input �lesuch that one element is \far away" from its �nal posi-tion in the sorted �le. We were able to extend the lowerbounds to network size due to the nonadaptive natureof sorting networks. However, the results for networksize do not imply a lower bound for the running timeof Shellsort algorithms that are adaptive.In this subsection, we will establish such a lowerbound. The high-level structure of the proof is the sameas that of the depth lower bound in the last section; weonly have to substitute Lemma 3.8 by a stronger lemmashowing that there exists an input �le A such that notjust one, but \a large number" of the elements in Aare \far away" from their �nal position. This result isformalized in the following lemma, which we will provelater in this subsection.Lemma 4.1 Let H be an increment sequence appliedto input �les of length n, and suppose that for someintegers �; � 0 with 4 � � 0 < � � n there are at most� increments hj with � 0 < hj � � in H. If � ��0 �� ��= lg3 �, then there exists an input �le A such that: (i)A is sorted by all hj > � 0, and (ii) there exist 
(n= lg3 �)elements in A that are 
(�= lg2 �) places away fromtheir �nal position.Given an increment sequence H, we can establish thelower bound for adaptive Shellsort algorithms by divid-ing H into stages in the same way as in the proof ofTheorem 3.1, and then applying the above Lemma 4.1instead of Lemma 3.8. The lower bound obtained isslightly weaker than the one for network size, sinceLemma 4.1 only shows that a polylog fraction of theelements are a polylog fraction of ni�1 out of place.This gives the following theorem:Theorem 4.1 Any Shellsort algorithmbased on an in-crement sequence of length m has running time
� nlg5 n � 2 lg n(2+�)pm� ;for all � > 0.We remark that the exponent \5" in the precedingtheorem is not the best possible. It results from sum-ming the exponents \3" and \2" appearing in the state-ment of Lemma 4.1, which can be improved to \2" and\1", respectively. We have chosen to weaken these con-stants in order to simplify the proof of Lemma 4.1.Comparing the bound of Theorem 4.1 to previous re-sults we note that the lower bounds of Pratt [13] andWeiss [16] only hold for increment sequences approxi-mating a geometric sequence, while the lower bound of

Theorem 4.1 applies to all increment sequences. Also,the bound given by Weiss, which holds for a more gen-eral class than Pratt's bound, is based on an unprovenconjecture about the number of inversions in certaininput �les.The remainder of this subsection contains the proofof Lemma 4.1. To establish the result, we will needa few technical lemmas. The �rst two lemmas arestraightforward and their proofs will be omitted. Inparticular, Lemma 4.2 is a straightforward generaliza-tion of Lemma 3.7.Lemma 4.2 Let X denote any H-sorted 0-1 permu-tation of length n, let i denote the number of 1'sin X, let n0 be such that 0 � n0 < n � 2i, andlet j = P0�k<n0X[k]. Then at least j elements ofperm(X) are n� n0 � i places out of position.De�nition 4.1 For any 0-1 permutation X of lengthn0 such that 0 � n0 � n, let perm�(X;n) denote thepermutation Y in �(n) obtained from Z def= perm(X)by setting Y [i] = Z[i mod n0] + � in0� � n0:Lemma 4.3 Let X be any 0-1 permutation of lengthn0 such that 0 � n0 � n. ThenX isH-sorted if and onlyif perm�(X;n) is H-sorted. If i elements of perm(X)are j places out of position, then at least i � bn=n0celements of perm�(X;n) are j places out of position.In the following, let H be an arbitrary incrementsequence. Let � be any integer with � � 4, and de�ne� def= � � 2�= lg2 � and � def= � � �= lg2 �.Lemma 4.4 Let X denote a 0-1 permutation of length� � 4 with X[0] = 1 andP0�i<�X[i] � �= lg3 �. Thenthere exists an integer k, 0 � k � (� � �) blg �c, suchthat the 0-1 permutation Y def= shift(X; k) satis�esX0�i<�Y [i] � X��i<� Y [i]:Proof: Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, thatX0�i<� shift(X; k)[i] < X��i<� shift(X; k)[i]holds for all k with 0 � k � (� � �) blg �c. This im-plies that P0�i<��kX[i] < P��k�i<��kX[i]. Us-ing Rk def= P0�i<��kX[i], this can be rewritten asRk < Rk�(���) �Rk, or Rk < 12Rk�(���). Hence,R(���)blg �c < 2�blg �cR0;7



and from R0 �P0�i<�X[i] � �= lg3 � we getR(���)blg �c < 2lg3 � < 1:This is clearly a contradiction, since X[0] = 1 impliesR(���)blg �c � 1. 2In the next lemma, given 0-1 permutationsX and Y ,we will use or(X;Y ) to denote the 0-1 permutation Zobtained by setting bit Z[i] to the logical OR of bitsX[i] and Y [i], 0 � i < n. Clearly, if X and Y areH-sorted, then or(X;Y ) is also H-sorted.Lemma 4.5 Let X be an H-sorted 0-1 permutation oflength � with x def= P0�i<�X[i] � �= lg3 �. Let x0 def=P0�i<�+kX[i] where (x lg �)=2 � k � �=(2 lg2 �).Then there exists an H-sorted 0-1 permutation Y oflength � with P0�i<� Y [i] � 2x andX0�i<�+2kY [i] � 2�1� 1lg ��x0:Proof: We will set Y to Yj def= or (X; shift(X; j)) forsome appropriately chosen integer j, 1 � j � k. Notethat by Lemma 3.5, any such 0-1 permutation Yj isH-sorted, and it is easy to see that P0�i<� Yj [i] � 2xholds. Let y0j = P0�i<�+2k Yj [i]. It remains to showthe existence of an integer j0, 1 � j0 � k, such thaty0j0 � 2(1�1= lg�)x0. We will accomplish this by meansof an averaging argument. We haveX1�j�k y0j � 2kx0 ��x02�:Hence, there exists a j0, 1 � j0 � k, such thaty0j0 � 2kx0 � �x02 �k� 2x0 � x0 � 1lg �� 2�1� 1lg ��x0:Now choose Y = Yj0 . 2Lemma 4.6 Let Y be an H-sorted 0-1 permutation oflength � with P0�i<� Y [i] � �= lg3 � andX0�i<�Y [i] � X��i<� Y [i]:Then there exists an H-sorted 0-1 permutation Z oflength � such that P0�i<� Z[i] � �= lg3 � andX0�i<�Z[i] = 
(�= lg3 �):

Proof: We will \transform" the given 0-1 permuta-tion Y into a 0-1 permutation of the desired form bya sequence of applications of Lemma 4.5. Let Y0 def= Y .The jth application of Lemma 4.5 will be used to ob-tain Yj from Yj�1, j � 1. Let yj = P0�i<� Yj[i],and let y0j = P0�i<�+2jy0 lg � Yj[i]. Note that y00 �P0�i<� Y [i] � y0=2. Then Lemma 4.5 implies thatyj � 2jy0, and y0j � �2�1� 1lg ���j y00for j � lg � � lg y0 � 3 lg lg� (the latter inequal-ity ensures that � + 2jy0 lg � � �). Setting j0 toblg� � lg y0 � 3 lg lg �c, and making use of the inequal-ity y00 � y0=2, we �nd that yj0 � �= lg3 � andy0j0 = 
(yj0) = 
(�= lg3 �):Hence, we can choose Z = Yj0 . 2Given the above lemmas, we are now ready to pro-ceed with the proof of Lemma 4.1.Proof: Let H 0 denote the subsequence of H consist-ing of exactly those increments hj such that hj > � 0,let H 00 denote the subsequence of H 0 consisting of ex-actly those increments hj such that hj � �, and letX = template(H 00; �). We know that X is H 00-sortedby Lemma 3.2. Note that jH 00j � � and min(H 00) > � 0.Hence, by Lemma 3.3, we haveX0�i<�X[i] � l �� 0m� � �lg3 � :By Lemmas 3.5 and 4.4, the existence of X implies theexistence of a 0-1 permutation Y of length � such thatY is H 00-sorted andX0�i<�Y [i] � X��i<� Y [i]:The existence of Y then establishes, via Lemma 4.6,the existence of a 0-1 permutation Z of length � suchthat:� Z is H 00-sorted,� P0�i<� Z[i] � �= lg3 �, and� P0�i<� Z[i] = 
(�= lg3 �).By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.6 we know that B =perm(Z) is H 0-sorted, and Lemma 4.2 implies that Bcontains 
(�= lg3 �) elements that are 
(�= lg2 �) placesout of position. Let A = perm�(Z; n). By Lemma 4.3,A is H 0-sorted and contains 
(n= lg3 �) elements thatare 
(�= lg2 �) places out of position. 28



4.2 Variations of ShellsortIncerpi and Sedgewick [7] consider a number of varia-tions of Shellsort in the hope of obtaining an O(n lgn)algorithm. They introduce a sorting algorithm calledShaker Sort based on the Cocktail Shaker Sort algo-rithm described by Knuth [8]. Cocktail Shaker Sortis similar to Bubble Sort, but instead of performingsweeps over the array in only one direction, it performsshakes consisting of one sweep in each direction. ShakerSort works essentially in the same way as Shellsort,but instead of Insertion Sort it uses the above Cock-tail Shaker Sort to perform the hi-sorts. In addition,Shaker Sort only performs a bounded number of shakesfor every increment. Thus, after an hi-sort the inputmay not be completely hi-sorted. After all incrementsin the sequence have been processed, the algorithm usesInsertion Sort to sort the �le completely.Incerpi and Sedgewick considered several variants ofthis algorithm and obtained very encouraging empiricalresults, even when only one shake per increment is per-formed. Weiss [16] exhibited permutations on whichShaker Sort does not perform well, and conjecturedthat Shaker Sort cannot give better asymptotic run-ning times than Shellsort. We will show that ShakerSort belongs to a very general class of \Shellsort-like"algorithms covered by our proof technique.In the following, we will say that a comparison-basedsorting algorithm is compatible if all comparisons takeplace between adjacent positions in the input �le, andany permutation that is already sorted stays sorted dur-ing the entire run of the algorithm. Note that Inser-tion Sort, Bubble Sort and Cocktail Shaker Sort areall compatible sorting algorithms (an example of a non-compatible algorithm is Shellsort itself). We now de�nethe class of Generalized Shellsort Algorithms.De�nition 4.2 A Generalized Shellsort Algorithm Gon inputs of size n is given by an increment sequenceH = h0; : : : ; hm�1 and a sequence of tuples (Ci; fi),0 � i < m, where� every Ci is a compatible sorting algorithm, and� every fi is a function from �(n) to the set of non-negative integers.Algorithm G sorts an input A of size n by performingan hi-sort for j = hm�1; : : : ; h0. The hi-sorts are imple-mented with the compatible sorting algorithm Ci, butonly the �rst fi(A) comparisons of Ci are executed.Note that we do not require the functions fi to becomputable in any e�cient way. We can then easilysee that Shellsort is a Generalized Shellsort Algorithm,where Insertion Sort is the compatible algorithm Ci andfi(A) is de�ned as the number of comparisons required

to perform the hi-sort, for 0 � i < m. If we chooseCocktail Shaker Sort for the Ci and de�ne the fi asthe number of comparisons needed in a single shake ona congruence class modulo hi, then we obtain ShakerSort. Two other examples of algorithms in this classhave been proposed by Knuth [8] and Dobosiewicz [4].As before, we will only be interested in increment se-quences of length O(lg2 n=(lg lgn)2). For longer incre-ment sequences, we cannot hope to get any interestinggeneral lower bounds, since every sorting network canbe modeled as a Generalized Shellsort Algorithm. Asan example, the AKS network [1] can be described byan increment sequence of length �(n lgn). In the caseof Shaker Sort, we can get lower bounds for longer incre-ment sequences by observing that at least 
(n) com-parisons are performed for every increment less thann=2.It is not di�cult to see that the proof of Theorem 4.1also goes through for the class of Generalized ShellsortAlgorithms based on monotone increment sequences:Substituting any other compatible sorting algorithm forInsertion Sort does not pose a problem since the onlyfact about Insertion Sort that we use in our argumentis that comparisons are performed over a distance of1 in the congruence classes modulo hi. This impliesthat comparisons are only performed over a distanceof hi in the input permutation. The second conditionin the de�nition of a compatible algorithm ensures theexistence of an input permutation such that a largenumber of elements will be out of place whenever thehi-sort is aborted due to the function fi. We get thefollowing theorem:Theorem 4.2 Any Generalized Shellsort Algorithmbased on a monotone increment sequence of length mhas running time
� nlg5 n � 2 lg n(2+�)pm� ;for all � > 0.To prove the result for nonmonotone increment se-quences, however, we need an analogue to Lemma3.9 inSection 3.4. Thus, if a Generalized Shellsort Algorithmhas the property that, for any two increments h; h0, anh-sorted �le is still h-sorted after increment h0 has beenprocessed, then the above lower bound applies. It hasbeen shown in [12] that Shaker Sort satis�es this prop-erty.5 DiscussionIn this paper, we have established a lower bound of
(n lg2 n=(lg lgn)2) on the size of any Shellsort net-work, thus ruling out the existence of a network of sizeO(n lgn) based on a nonmonotone increment sequence.9



By extending our argument to the case of adaptiveShellsort algorithms, we have also established the �rstlower bound for Shellsort that holds for arbitrary in-crement sequences.In addition, our result establishes a lower boundtrade-o� between the running time of a Shellsort al-gorithm and the length of the underlying increment se-quence. We will now compare this trade-o� with thebest known upper bound trade-o� given by the nonuni-form increment sequences of Chazelle (see Theorem 3of [6]). Expressing the running time as a function ofthe increment sequence length m we obtain the follow-ing terms: Lower Bound nlg5 n � n 1(2+�)pmUpper Bound mn � n (2+�)pmNote that both the factor 1= lg5 n in the lower boundand the factorm in the upper bound are only signi�cantfor increment sequences of length 
(lg2 n=(lg lgn)2). Inevery other case, the upper and lower bounds di�er onlyby a factor of 4 + � in the exponent.We can also express the length of the increment se-quence as a function of the running time. In this case,for m = o(lg2 n=(lg lgn)2), the lower and upper boundsare only a constant factor apart. This means that,for a given T , the length of the increment sequence ofChazelle that achieves running time T is only a factorof 16+� larger than the minimumlength possible underour lower bound trade-o�. In other words, one cannothope to match the running time of Chazelle's sequenceswith signi�cantly shorter increment sequences.6 Open QuestionsThe primary remaining challenge in the study of Shell-sort seems to be the virtual nonexistence of both up-per and lower bounds for average case complexity. Aresult for a particular increment sequence is given byKnuth [8], who determines an average case runningtime of 
(n3=2) for Shell's original sequence. Incre-ment sequences of the form (h; 1) and (h; k; 1) wereinvestigated by Knuth [8] and Yao [19], respectively.Weiss [17] conducted an extensive empirical study andconjectured that Shellsort will on average not performsigni�cantly better than in the worst case. Any gen-eral upper and lower bound for the average case wouldcertainly be very interesting.It would be nice to close the remaining gap betweenthe upper and lower bounds. Our lower bound trade-o� comes quite close to the known upper bounds, butthere is certainly still room for improvement.Finally, one might try to �nd interesting \Shellsort-like" algorithms, not contained in the class of General-ized Shellsort Algorithms, that lead to improved run-ning times. In this context, it might also be promising
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